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ON FOULIS PAPER 

By S.H. Raza 

This paper is based on the results of D. J. Foulis paper ‘RelaHve Inverses in 

Baer• -Semigroups’ [I]. We shalI fo lIow the notation and terminology given 

in this paper. For the sake of completeness we are giving the fo lIowing defin

itions. A *-semigroup is a semigroup S with an involutorial ant.iautomorphism 
x >x* such that 

(i) (xy)* = y*셨 and (ii) x* X = x for alI x, y in S. 

A projection in such an S is an element e in S with e=i=e*. The partially 

ordered set of all projections in S is denoted by P(S) , the partial order being 

.iefined by e르f if and only if e=장 (e，f'εP(S)) 

A Baer x-semz'group is *-semigroup S with a two sided zero 0 with the pro

perty: for each element a in S there exists a projection a'εP(S) such that 

{xεSlax=O} =a ’ s. We define P ’ (S) =P(S) by the condition P ’ (S) = {a' I aES}. 

A projection e in P(S) is said to be closed if e=e’. By (v) of theorem 1 [I] 

a projection e is closed if and onJy if e=a' for some a in S. An element a in 

S is said to be right 용-regular in S if aS= (a*)" S, a is left 융-regμlar in S if 

Sa=Sa". If a in S is both right and left *-regular in S, then a is said to be 
*-regular in S. 

A slight different, but equivalent definition of • regular in S as defined that 

if a is an element of the Baer• -semigroup S, then a is ←regμlar in S if there 

exists a unique element a + in S such that a=aa+ a, a + =a + aa +, aa + = (a*)" 

and a+ a=a’. An element a in S is range closed if the condition g in P ’ (S) 

with g득(l' and (gα*)’= (a*)" necessarily implies g = a’ . a + is relative inverse 

'Üf a. 
2 In an involution semigroup S, let e=e"'=감εS and f=r=f용εS. If there ex-

ists an element xεS such that x=exf, x*x=f, xx휴=e， then we say that e and 
f are ￥-equivalent and we write x : e-* f and x is partially unitary element of S. 

In this note we give some interesting results which are consequences of the 

beautiful results given in [1]. 
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THEOREM 1. If a z's *-regular element in S, then 

[g ’^((a +)*)’a +]"= (ga*)' ̂ (a*)". 

PROOF. Let h=(ga*)'. Then !z'=(ga용)’르 (a*)끼 (By thm.1 (xiv) [1]) and hC 

(a*)". Hence ha= (Jl^(a*)’ )a by lemma 5 [1]. 

(ha)"= [(h^(α션")a] " 

(h(a션"a)’ = [(h^(a*)’ )a] ’. 
[(h(a*)")a] " = [[(h^(a션")a] "a] by (xii) of thm. 1 [1]. 

(h(a*)’)’ =h^(α용)" by (v) of thm 6 [1]. 

L. H. S. ((ga휴)'(a용)")"=((ga*)'aa+)"= [[((ga*) ’a)’ a+]"a+] by (xii) of thm. 1 [1J 

= [(g’^a")a十] ’ by thm. 6 [1) 

= [(g' ̂ ((a +)섬"a +] ’ by cor. of thm. 11 [1]. 

Therefore [(gι^((a +)*)" a +]" = (ga션'^(a*)’· 

THEOREM 2. If a i상.강s *-regulαr i1Z a Bαer-→‘유4←-selη11z껑zμZt.gγo띠u영þ S, g든a"끼， (gα싹션)"= (a용yr r 

a1πzd a" <후tgE초~1， 1~쓰gEε드P'τ(S)λ. t뼈he앙7쩌z (ga+)"ν~=(a*션y' 

PROOF. a is • regular in S implies a is range closed in S, by lemma. 8 [1]. 

Then there exists g in P'(S) such that g=a". Now ga’= a"d'=d'. So ga’ =a,r 

which gives by cor. of thm .. 11 [1] 

((ga+) ’ a)’= ((a+)"a) ’ 

Further by thm. 6 and cor. of thm. 11. 

(ga+)’ =(a+)’ =(a을)" 

since (ga +)"든(a+)" by (xiv) of thm. 1 [1) and (a+)"=(α.* )". 

THEOREM 3. Let a be • regular Í1z a Baer• -semz'group S and 1 et a + be its 

relatz"ve inνerse. Then 

(e' a*y ̂ (a*)" = (ea +)’ for 1 ￥eεP'(S). 

PROOF. Let f=((e'참)"V(a*)γ ...... (i). Then fa=((e’α씬'^(a*ι)")a and 

(ja)"=(((e'a*)’^(α*)’)a)". Since (e'감)"르(감)" by (xiv) of thm. 1 (1) , so (e ’ a*)' 

C((Ca홉)")a) by lemma. 5 [1] ,. we get (fa)’= ((e'a*)'a) ’ which gives (fa)" = ef\.a,r 

=ea" by thm. 6 (1) and36. 6 [1] , since a is range closeJ by lemma 8 [1]. 

Hence (fa)"=ea’= (ea+a) ’ =((ea+)"a)" by cor. of thm. 11 (1) and Cxii) of 

thm. (1). By (i) f르 (a*)’， (ea +)"르 (a+)"=(a용)" by (v) of cor. of thm. 11 

(1). We have f=(ea+)" by thm. 6 (v) [1]. Therefore (e’a션’^(a*γ =(ea + )". 

TlIEOREM 4. Let a be *-regulaγ and a + be z"ts inverse z'n a Baer-'~-semigroup. 
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11 a: g-￥ e and (e^g) a’ =ea" theη [((e^g)a +)" ̂ g’] =a’(ea+), l~gεP'(S) ， 
l~eεP'(S). 

PROOF. As (e/\g)a" =ea" which gives by cor. of í.hm. 11 [1] 

((e^g)a+ a)’ = (ea + a)". Now by (xii) of thm. 1 [1] 

we have (((e^g)a+)"a)’= ((ea+)"a)’. By thm. 6 and cor. of thm. 11 [1] gives 

((e^g)a+)" = ((ea +)’). 

Since ((e^g)a+)’든 (a+)’ =(a션’ and (ea +)"르(a+)"=(a*)’ 
((e^g)a +)" ̂ g’ = ((ea+)’ /\g’) 

((e^g)a+)’ ^g’ = [(g(a+)*e)’ (ea +)] by thm. 6 (i) [1]. 

Since a is range closed by lemma 8. 

Now aa+=(a*)" by cor. of thm. 11 [1]. so aa+g=(a*)’ g which implies 
(a+ g)용a륨=g(a용)". 

We have (g(a+)육a*)=g(a용)’， 

(g(a+)*)a홉a=g(a*)" a. 

Therefore (g(a + )*)e= g(a*)" a, since a용a=e 
by def. of 용-eq uivalent. 

We get ((e^g잉)a+η)";\κ’‘、\、\\영‘\‘ 

=[띠gaa+a띠J'τ(“ea +) by (ii) of cor. of thm. 11 [1] 

=(ga)’ (ea +). 

Since ga=a (because a，참= (ga)α*=(ga)(ga)융 by • cancellation law ga=a), 
hence 

((e^g)a +)" ̂ g’ =a'(ea+) 

THEOREM 5. Let a be *-regμlar z'n a Baer• -semig?’oup S, a + be z'ts relaUve 

inverse, h든a" and (eV g)르a끼 and (e./)M Ve./EP'(S). Then h=(e'g')' zf and 

.only zf 

((h하)’/\(a션")a= ((e^g)' a*)’ a, h, gεP'(S). 

PROOF. If h=(e'gγ. Then h=(e’^gγ. So (ha션"a=((e’^g’)a*)" a. 

By(xiv) of thm. 1 [1J , h(a*)’르 (a*)". So h(Q'K-)’C(a션’. 

By lemma 5 ((ha*)"a)=((ha션’^(검)")a. We have 

((ha*)’^(a*)’)a=((e^g)'감)" a. 

Conversely if ((h참)’^(참)")a= ((e ’^g')a*)" a. Since (ha*)’^(a+)’든(a+)’= 
<a%)’ and ((e’^gγa*)’든 (a*)’ by (xiv) of thm. 1 [1J, hence (h참)" ̂(a+)"= 

{(e' ̂ gγa*)" by thm. 6 as a is range closed by lemma 8. 
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(h감)ι~(a+)’= (ha*)"(a씬"=((e' ̂ gγa*)" by 37.7 [2] and (v) COr. of thm. 11 

[1]. As (h참)’르(a*)"， so (ha*)"(a*) ’ = (ha*)" , (ha용)’= ((e'^gγ없:-)" 

By thm. 6, !zVa’ =(e’^gγVa' because a is range c1 0sed by lemma 8. We have 

(hVa’)^a’=((ee’^gγVa')^a". ‘ 

So h=(e’^g’ )'=(e'g’)' by thm. 37.7 [2] since (e , !)M Ve , !εM， 

THEOREM 6. I! a is *-regzt!ar in a Baer-*-semigrozφ and a + is relative

z.%νerse， then 

[( {(g' ̂ a")a*}' ̂ (a용)")a] ν = [((ga+)"^(a육)")a] "^(a션//. 

PROOF. Since (ga +)"르(a+)"=(a션’ by (xiv) of thm. 1 and (v) of cor. üf 

thm. 11 [1] , then (ga +)" C(a*)’. So by lemma 5, 

((ga+) ’ a)"= (((ga +)’^(a*)")a) ’ 

(ga+a)" = (((ga+)’^(a션’)a)" by (xii) of thm. 1 

(ga")" = (((ga+)" ̂ (a*)")a)" by (i) of cor. of thm. 11. 

By (xv) of Thm 1 [1]. (ga")" = (gVa')/\ a". 

= [{(g' ̂ a’ )a*} 닝] by thm. 6 [1] , 

since a is range closed by lemma 8 [1]. 

Let h= {(g'^a")a*}'. Then h’ 르 (a*)" ’ hence h'C(a션’ and !z' a= [(!z' ̂ (a*)") a): 

by lemma 5 [1] 

Now (h ’a)"= {(!z'^(a션’)a}" • 

So on putting the value of h. 

[ {(((g’^a")a육)'a션’^(a￥)"} a] ν = [((ga +)" ̂ (a*) ’ )a]"^(a*)" 

THEOREM 7. Let a is 용-regμlar in a Baer-*-semigrouþ, a + is its rela tz"ve-

t.1Zνeγse in S, g르a"， (ga*)" = (a*) ’ , a" <t:g ;f1 and eC(a용)’• Then 

(i) ([(e^(g감)")a] 율)" = [(a + e)]" 

(zï) [e(a션"]"= [(gVa')^(감)" ̂e]. 

PROOF. As (ga*)’ = (a*)" , so ([(e^(a션’)a] 션’ =([(e^(ga션’)a]*)’ 

Hence by lemma 5 [1] we get 

( [(e^(g참)’)a] 용)"=((ea)홉)"= (a청)’=((a*)"e)" by (xii) of thm. 1 [1] which 

implies 

( [(e^(g감)’a] 육)"=((a +)" e)’ = (a + e)’ by (xii) of thm. 1 [1]. 

Proof of (ii). Since a is range closed in S by lemma 8 [1]. Hence there exists 

g in P'(S) such that g=a". Now O=g’^g=g'^a’ which gives l=gVa'. 1^ 
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(a*)’ = (gVa’)/\(a션’ and so a= [e^(a*)’]a=([(gVa')^(a션’/\e] a) by Iemma 

5 [1]. Further [e(a*)" a]" = (ea)’ =( {(gVa')^(a*)" ̂ e}a)’, since a=aa + a=(a*)"a. 

FinaIIy we get [e(a*)''J''= [(gVa’)^(감)" ̂e] , since (gVa')^(a*)’^e르(a*)". 

[e(a*) ’ a] ’ = [e(a*)"a]" , and (e(a*)")"르(a션’ by (xii) and (xiv) of thm. 1 [1]. 

The author is gratefu~ to Professor D.]. Fou~is for his valuable comments 

and suggestions. 
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